Turn-key coating removal and recoating

Pipeline Coating Services

The specialists at epoxy coating gas pipelines

Features & Benefits

.58 EMR safety rating
- Safer crew means reduced liability

Efficient crews for rapid blast and pipe recoat
- Cost-effective field coating repair

Heavy equipment is owned by CPSC
- Quickly mobilize and relocate as needed

Specialty materials
- Superior adhesion and permeability, abrasion resistance

Crews with diverse qualifications can perform other repairs as needed
- Single-source contact for multiple repairs saves money
- Qualified in multiple composite wrap repair methods

A single-source pipeline maintenance & construction company!

From small problem areas to total surface rehabilitation, CECO PSC provides complete coating services for rig, station, plant, or tank farm. CECO Pipeline Services utilizes state of the art spray rigs and its own heavy equipment for rapid mobilization of the best equipped and most efficient pipeline crews in the industry.

CECO Pipeline Services is the premier contractor for pipeline operators—safely providing quality construction and maintenance services to the natural gas transmission industry.

Increase production rates!

Delivering superior products and services to the gas transmission, gas processing & petrochemical industries since 1964.